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ABSTRACT
Exponential growth in data collection is creating significant chal-

lenges for data storage and analytics latency. Approximate Query

Processing (AQP) has long been touted as a solution for accelerating

analytics on large datasets, however, there is still room for improve-

ment across all key performance criteria. In this paper, we propose

a novel histogram-based data synopsis called PairwiseHist that uses

recursive hypothesis testing to ensure accurate histograms and can

be built on top of data compressed using Generalized Deduplica-

tion (GD). We thus show that GD data compression can contribute

to AQP. Compared to state-of-the-art AQP approaches, Pairwise-

Hist achieves better performance across all key metrics, including

2.6× higher accuracy, 3.5× lower latency, 24× smaller synopses and

1.5–4× faster construction time.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rapidly advancing digital transformation is driving exponential

growth in data volumes across many sectors. This poses significant

challenges for current infrastructure and data management solu-

tions, which must not only handle swelling data workloads, but

also meet the demands of increasingly advanced analytics. Efficient

data storage and analytics techniques are therefore crucial.

Approximate Query Processing (AQP) is a well-established field

that focuses on enabling fast analytics on Big Data by sacrific-

ing some degree of accuracy [5, 30]. AQP techniques are typi-

cally based on either sampling or data synopses, or a hybrid of

the two [30, 32, 41, 42]. In general, small samples or compact syn-

opses enable analytics to be performed over large datasets within

required latency constraints. However, all AQP approaches exhibit

a distinct trade-off between accuracy, latency and synopsis size.

In this paper, we propose a novel histogram-based data synopsis

for AQP called PairwiseHist that consists of three key components:

i) one-dimensional histograms that capture within-column data

distributions, ii) two-dimensional histograms that capture relation-

ships between each pair of columns (hence, PairwiseHist), and
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Figure 1: Relative performance comparison of PairwiseHist,
DeepDB and DBEst++ summarising Figs. 8, 10 and 11 and Ta-
ble 6. Outer rings indicate better performance. Each interval
represents approximately 2× improvement.

iii) small metadata for each histogram bin that enhance query pre-

cision, including the minimum, maximum and number of unique

values. By using histograms, PairwiseHist inherits desirable prop-

erties including accurate query bounds and effective outlier recall,

while the small number of histograms minimises synopsis size. All

histograms within PairwiseHist are constructed using recursive

hypothesis testing that ensures each bin contains uniformly dis-

tributed data, leading to high query accuracy. Low query execution

latency is realised by novel methods for resolving multi-predicate

queries that require only a few relatively small matrix multiplica-

tions. Overall, PairwiseHist delivers all-round superior performance

across accuracy, latency, synopsis size, synopsis construction time

and query bounds compared to state-of-the-art AQP techniques, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.

PairwiseHist takes inspiration from recent works in data com-

pression that demonstrate (approximate) data clustering can be

performed directly on compressed data without decompression [22–

24]. That is, by using Generalized Deduplication (GD) data com-

pression [54–57], part of the compressed data known as bases can
serve as a data synopsis on which analytics tasks can be performed

efficiently. Compared to GD bases, PairwiseHist significantly re-

duces storage requirements and improves accuracy by using low-

dimensional histograms with variable precision.

While PairwiseHist is a stand-alone AQP technique in its own

right, we also propose implementing it alongside data compression,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. Specifically, we use GreedyGD [23], a recent

version of GD, which is a lossless data compression algorithm that

offers state-of-the-art compression ratios and low random access
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Figure 2: Our proposedAQP frameworkwith compression, in-
cluding data ingestion and PairwiseHist construction (black
arrows), query execution (blue) and data updates (red).

cost. While originally designed for IoT, GD has also proved effective

in several other domains [14, 16, 23, 40, 47]. In our proposed AQP

framework, GreedyGD both reduces overall storage requirements

and accelerates synopsis construction.

Due to its small synopsis size and low query latency, our ap-

proach also enables Edge analytics, even on resource-constrained

devices. This comes with many benefits, including low (commu-

nication) latency, scalability, privacy, energy savings and mobil-

ity [26, 39, 60]. Meanwhile, PairwiseHist’s fast construction and low

storage requirements reduce Cloud storage and computing costs

and enable more frequent updates.

In summary, the key contributions of this paper include:

(1) A novel histogram-based AQP technique called Pairwise-

Hist that uses a combination of one- and two-dimensional

histograms and an efficient storage encoding to deliver

data synopses that are 24× smaller and up to 4× faster to
construct than state-of-the-art AQP methods DeepDB [19]

and DBEst++ [34],

(2) Query execution techniques for seven common aggregation

functions that deliver at least 2.6× better accuracy (0.28%

median error vs. 0.73–28.9%), 3.5× lower latency and more

accurate bounds than the state-of-the-art,

(3) A novel AQP framework that integrates data compression

to reduce overall storage requirements by up to 4.3×, and
(4) A comprehensive performance evaluation of PairwiseHist

in comparison to the state-of-the-art across 11 real-world

datasets and two datasets scaled-up using IDEBench [12].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

describes related work. Section 3 provides our system overview.

Section 4 outlines the PairwiseHist data structure and construction

algorithm. Section 5 defines the theory and mathematical formula-

tions for query execution. Section 6 evaluates the performance of

PairwiseHist. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
AQP methods are typically classified as either sampling-based or

synopses-based [5]. Sampling approaches can be either offline or

online [8]. Online methods select samples at query time and at-

tempt to minimise the amount of data that must be accessed to

achieve a desired accuracy. Gapprox [4], for example, uses cluster

sampling to reduce processing. Offline approaches, on the other

hand, attempt to prepare in advance the most representative sam-

ple for the most queries. For example, Babcock et al. [6] use biased

sampling and BlinkDB [3] uses stratified sampling. More recent

offline sampling work has focused on additional features, such as

integration middleware [41] and increasing sample re-usability [45].

However, sampling methods generally struggle with skewed data

and may support limited aggregation functions [30].

Synopsis-based approaches build a compact summary of the

data using statistical or machine learning techniques. Histograms

are a classical synopsis approach that is widely used in selectiv-

ity estimation, which involves estimating the number of tuples

that a query will access. This is an important step in database

query optimisers and is equivalent to AQP for COUNT queries.

Many histogram algorithms exist, including simple equi-width and

equi-depth histograms, as well as advanced methods, such as V-

optimal histograms [25], entropy-based histograms [51] and oth-

ers [1, 11, 50]. Most approaches, however, are limited to one dimen-

sion. Multi-dimensional histograms are notoriously challenging

to construct and their storage scales exponentially with the num-

ber of dimensions [10, 62]. Nonetheless, some multi-dimensional

histograms for selectivity estimation are available, including Dig-

itHist [48], DMMH [62] and STHoles [7]. To avoid the pitfalls of

high dimensionality, DigitHist uses lossy compression, DMMH uses

density modelling and STHoles uses previous query results. Cor-

mode et al. [10] also discuss using collections of histograms, which

is the approach we have taken with PairwiseHist. Common to all

histograms is that accuracy depends on ensuring a uniform distri-

bution of tuples within each bin. To the best of our knowledge, our

approach is the first to utilise hypothesis testing for this purpose.

Most recent synopsis-based AQP works focus on machine learn-

ing. These can be classified as either generative, which create syn-

thetic data for evaluating queries, or inferential, which directly

predict AQP results [29]. In [27, 28], a generative model that cap-

tures the joint probability distribution of a database using Mixed

Sum-Product Networks (MSPNs) is proposed. This approach can

evaluate simple queries directly using the MSPN weights or gen-

erate (synthetic) samples to answer more complex queries. While

this provides high accuracy, low latency and compact summaries, it

requires significant construction time (hours for just 10
6
samples).

DeepDB [19] proposes Relational SumProduct Networks (RSPNs),

which are purely inferential and extend (M)SPNs to supportmultiple

database tables, complex queries and model updates. In comparison

to [28], DeepDB achieves much faster construction, but has poor

latency with multi-predicate queries, higher storage requirements

and can give imprecise bounds. Our evaluation also revealed that

DeepDB does not support OR relationships between predicates,

despite claiming to, and performs poorly on real-world data.

DBEst [35] is an inferential approach that uses a combination of

model types. Kernel density estimators model individual columns,

while regression models capture relationships between pairs of

columns. This is similar to PairwiseHist with the density and re-

gression models corresponding to one- and two-dimensional his-

tograms, respectively. A significant limitation of DBEst is that a new
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model is required for every query template, which limits flexibility

and exponentially increases synopsis storage requirements.

DBEst++ [34] improves DBEst by switching to mixture density

networks for both regression and density modelling. This signifi-

cantly reduces storage requirements, delivers better accuracy and

latency, and supports data updates. However, storage requirements

for DBEst++ are misleading due to each model template requir-

ing its own model. Our tests also revealed that DBEst++ does not

support queries involving more than two columns, OR relation-

ships between predicates, queries on only categorical columns or

inequality predicates on date/time columns.

Other machine learning approaches include LAQP [61], which

combines an error prediction model with sampling, Electra [49],

which focuses on queries with many-predicates, NeuroSketch [58],

which is a bounded inferential model trained on queries, and Gen-

erative Adversarial Networks [13]. Typically, machine learning

methods are constructed from samples and exhibit similar limi-

tations as sampling-based AQP methods, namely vulnerability to

skewed data and limited aggregation function support.

A small number of unified approaches that combine online

sampling and synopses have also been proposed. For example,

AQP++ [42] generates a set of pre-computed aggregations known as

a prefix cube and answers queries by supplementing relevant prefix

cube elements with sampling. A similar approach has also been pro-

posed for selectivity estimation [38]. More recently, [32] proposed

PASS, which has a more flexible synopsis design, reminiscent of

DigitHist [48], that consists of a hierarchical set of pre-computed

aggregates at different resolutions that guide online stratified sam-

pling. Unlike other sampling-based approaches, PASS provides both

probabilistic and deterministic bounds. However, a significant limi-

tation is nearly 30× slower construction than AQP++ [32], which

itself requires over 20 minutes for just a 50 MB sample [42].

Many AQP approaches provide query error bounds, which give

analysts an indication of the confidence that they can place in AQP

results. Bounds are typically based on probabilistic confidence inter-

vals [30, 59], but can also be deterministic [3, 4, 31]. Unfortunately,

probabilistic bounds can often be incorrect [2] while deterministic

bounds may be too broad to be useful.

The overall performance of state-of-the-art AQP techniques is

summarised in Table 1, in which versatility refers to the variety of

supported query templates. As can be seen, PairwiseHist delivers

comprehensively superior performance. Moreover, by using data

compression, it uniquely offers significant overall storage reduction.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Problem Definition. Consider a dataset D with 𝑁 rows and 𝑑

attributes 𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝑑 and queries of the form:

SELECT 𝐹 (𝑋𝑖 ) FROM D WHERE 𝑃1 AND/OR 𝑃2 . . .

GROUP BY . . . ;

where 𝐹 is an aggregation function (e.g. AVG), 𝑃1, 𝑃2, . . . are predi-

cate conditions of the form “𝑋 𝑗 𝑂𝑃 LITERAL”, where𝑂𝑃 is a binary

logical operator (i.e., <, >, ≤, ≥,= or ≠) and LITERAL is a valid

value for column 𝑋 𝑗 , and GROUP BY can be applied to any cat-

egorical column. It is assumed that D is large enough such that

exact query execution is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, the

task is to design a framework such that bounded approximate query

Table 1: PairwiseHist compared to previous AQP works.

Accuracy Latency Bounds Size Build Versatility

PairwiseHist <1% sub-ms yes sub-MB secs v. high

VerdictDB [41] 1% seconds yes GBs ? v. high
Gapprox [4] <5% seconds yes n/a n/a low

BlinkDB [3] <10 % seconds yes GBs n/a high

DigitHist [48] 1% sub-ms yes MBs mins v. low

DMMH [62] 1–2% ms no sub-MB secs v. low

STHoles [7] 10% ? no sub-MB ? v. low

DeepDB [19] 1% ms yes MBs mins high

DBEst++ [34] 1%
∗

ms no MBs hours low

NeuroSketch [58] 5% sub-ms yes sub-MB mins v. high
LAQP [61] 10% ms no sub-MB ? v. high
Electra [49] 10% ? no ? ? low

PASS [32] <1% ms yes MBs mins high

AQP++ [42] <1% seconds yes MBs mins high

“?” indicates not reported by the authors.
∗
Much larger error observed in practice.
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Figure 3: GD splits data into bases and deviations.

results can be obtained with high accuracy and low latency, while

minimising synopsis size, synopsis construction time and overall

storage requirements. Missing values must also be supported.

Data Compression. In our proposed AQP framework, Pairwise-

Hist is applied on top of compressed data, which reduces storage

requirements. As shown in Fig. 2, GreedyGD compresses incoming

data, which includes pre-processing to improve compressability.

Pre-processing is applied to each column independently based on its

data type and includes minimum value subtraction, floating point to

integer conversion (e.g. 10.22 to 1022), frequency-ranked categorical

value encoding (i.e., most common encoded as 0, second most as

1, etc.) and encoding missing values. Importantly, pre-processing

does not require additional storage or memory and datasets can be

processed in arbitrarily-sized batches, which allows processing of

datasets that are too large to fit in memory.

GreedyGD splits data chunks into bases and deviations. Bases
contain the majority of the information and are deduplicated, while

deviations are stored verbatim with IDs linking them to the appro-

priate bases, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Compression is achieved when

there are few bases compared to the number of data chunks. In our

framework, a chunk corresponds to a row in a relational database

table and bases contain the most significant bits from each attribute.

New rows can be added incrementally to the compressed data.

PairwiseHist. Once the data is compressed, PairwiseHist is built

on top of the compressed data by taking (a sample of) the bases as

input for the initial histogram bin edges. The histograms are then

refined using hypothesis testing to ensure that the distributions
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Table 2: Notations

C
o
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n

𝑑 No. columns in the dataset

𝑁 No. rows in the dataset

𝑁𝑠 No. samples used to construct PairwiseHist

𝜌 PairwiseHist sampling ratio, 𝑁𝑠/𝑁
𝑀 Minimum points for bins to be split

𝛼 Significance level for hypothesis tests

H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
s

𝑘 (𝑖 ) No. histogram bins in column 𝑖

𝒆 (𝑖 ) Bin edges for column 𝑖

𝑯 (𝑖 ) Bin counts matrix for column 𝑖

𝒗 (𝑖 )± Bin minimum and maximum values for column 𝑖

𝒄 (𝑖 ) Bin midpoints for column 𝑖

𝒄 (𝑖 )± Bin weighted centre bounds for column 𝑖

𝒖 (𝑖 ) No. unique values in each bin for column 𝑖

H
y
p
o
t
h
e
s
i
s Δ Bin width

𝛿 Sub-bin width

𝑠 No. sub-bins in a given bin

ℏ Sub-bin count

Q
u
e
r
i
e
s

𝜷 Bin coverage

𝒘 Bin weightings

𝑎 No. sub-bins fully covered by a query

𝑏 No. sub-bins fully or partially covered by a query

𝑡∗ Bin index of query result (MEDIAN/MIN/MAX only)

of tuples within individual bins are approximately uniform. This

process is described in detail in Section 4. As illustrated in Fig. 2,

PairwiseHist consists of one-dimensional histograms for each col-

umn, two-dimensional histograms for every pair of columns and

various metadata for each histogram bin. This collection of his-

tograms enables rapid query aggregation on any column subject

to arbitrary combinations of predicate conditions. Furthermore,

compared to a naïve multi-dimensional histogram, for which stor-

age increases exponentially with the number of dimensions [62],

our approach reduces storage requirements from𝑂 (𝑘𝑑 ) to𝑂 (𝑑2𝑘2)
for 𝑑 dimensions and 𝑘 bins per dimension. A compact storage

encoding for PairwiseHist is also proposed in Subsection 4.3.

PairwiseHist can also support multi-table databases. That is,

queries across different tables can be resolved via two-dimensional

histograms involving the primary/foreign keys. However, in this

paper we focus on single-table queries.

If PairwiseHist is used independently of GreedyGD, then his-

tograms are constructed from scratch (i.e., without using bases as

initial bin edges), with slightly longer synopsis construction time

due to less precise initial conditions.

4 PAIRWISEHIST
PairwiseHist generates its collection of histograms by recursively

refining (i.e., splitting) an initial set of histogram bins using hy-

pothesis testing, which ensures that data points within individual

bins are sufficiently uniformly distributed. Refinement is termi-

nated when a bin is either uniform or has too few points to be

split further. PairwiseHist is thus parameterised by the minimum

number of points required for a bin to be split,𝑀 , the hypothesis

2-d histogram: 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 )

𝑘 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )

𝑘
(𝑖
|𝑗
)

Bin (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 ) : ℎ (𝑖 𝑗 )𝑡𝑖𝑡 𝑗

𝑒
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖+1

𝑒
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖

𝑒
( 𝑗 |𝑖 )
𝑡 𝑗

𝑒
( 𝑗 |𝑖 )
𝑡 𝑗 +1

𝑣
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )+
𝑡𝑖

𝑣
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )−
𝑡𝑖

𝑣
( 𝑗 |𝑖 )+
𝑡 𝑗

𝑣
( 𝑗 |𝑖 )−
𝑡 𝑗

𝑐
( 𝑗 |𝑖 )
𝑡 𝑗

𝑐
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖

Figure 4: Notation for two-dimensional histograms with bin
counts matrix 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 ) and individual bin count ℎ (𝑖 𝑗 )𝑡𝑖𝑡 𝑗

.

test significance level, 𝛼 , and the number of samples used to con-

struct PairwiseHist, 𝑁𝑠 . Before describing PairwiseHist in detail,

this section provides an overview of the key notation, which is

summarised in Table 2.

Bin edges for one-dimensional histograms are denoted by the

vector 𝒆 (𝑖 ) =
⟨︂
𝑒
(𝑖 )
1

, 𝑒
(𝑖 )
2

, . . . , 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑘 (𝑖 )

⟩︂
, where the superscript (𝑖) indi-

cates the column to which the histogram applies and 𝑘 (𝑖 ) denotes
the number of bins for the one-dimensional histogram for column 𝑖 .

For two-dimensional histograms, the bin edges for columns 𝑖 and 𝑗

are denoted 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) and 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) , respectively. This superscript notation
for two-dimensional histograms, (𝑖 | 𝑗) and ( 𝑗 |𝑖), indicates the fact
that two-dimensional histograms may have additional bin edges

in either or both dimensions compared to one-dimensional his-

tograms due to additional refinement. One-dimensional histogram

bin counts are denoted by the 𝑘 (𝑖 ) × 𝑘 (𝑖 ) diagonal matrix 𝑯 (𝑖 )

where the diagonal elements contain the bin counts. That is:

𝑯 (𝑖 ) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ℎ
(𝑖 )
1

0 · · · 0

0 ℎ
(𝑖 )
2

· · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 ℎ
(𝑖 )
𝑘 (𝑖 )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1)

where ℎ
(𝑖 )
𝑡 denotes the bin count for bin 𝑡 . Two-dimensional his-

togram bin counts are similarly denoted by the 𝑘 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) ×𝑘 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) matrix

𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 ) . In this case, off-diagonal values may be non-zero.

PairwiseHist stores various metadata for each bin, namely: 1)

minimum and maximum actual data values, 𝒗 (𝑖 )−𝑡 and 𝒗 (𝑖 )+𝑡 ; 2) the

bin midpoint, 𝑐 (𝑖 )𝑡 , which is equidistant between the minimum and

maximum values; 3) bounds on the weighted centre of the data

points within the bin, 𝑐
(𝑖 )−
𝑡 and 𝑐

(𝑖 )+
𝑡 ; and 4) the unique count, 𝑢 (𝑖 )𝑡 ,

which is the number of unique values in the bin. Note that for

two-dimensional histograms, each of these metadata apply to both

dimensions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

In this paper, vectors are indicated by bold lower case letters

and matrices by bold upper case letters. The L1 norm is denoted

by ∥·∥1, the vector dot product by 𝒙 · 𝒚, Hadamard (element-wise)

multiplication by 𝒙 ⊙ 𝒚 and Hadamard division by 𝒙 ⊘ 𝒚. We also

use specific index variables for specific purposes. That is, 𝑖 and 𝑗

are used for column indices within a dataset, 𝑡 is used for histogram

bins and 𝑟 is used for sub-bins. The terms column and dimension
are used interchangeably, as well as tuple and data point.
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Algorithm 1 BuildPairwiseHist

Inputs: dataset D, sample size 𝑁𝑠 , minimum points𝑀 , hypothesis test signifi-

cance 𝛼 , initial bin edges 𝐸0 (optional)

Outputs: PairwiseHist data structure

1: 𝑫 ← downsample D to 𝑁𝑠 rows

2: for 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , number of columns in D do
3: // 1-d histograms
4: �̂� (𝑖 ) ← downsample 𝐸

(𝑖 )
0

to ⌈𝑁𝑠/𝑀 ⌉ values, else min/max of D (𝑖 )
5: 𝒆 (𝑖 ) , 𝒗 (𝑖 )−, 𝒗 (𝑖 )+, 𝒖 (𝑖 ) ← ⟨𝑒 (𝑖 )

0
⟩, ∅, ∅, ∅ // initialise

6: for 𝑡 = 1, 2, . . . , size of �̂� (𝑖 ) − 1 do // loop over initial bins
7: 𝒙𝑡 ← elements of 𝑫 (𝑖 ) between of 𝑒

(𝑖 )
𝑡 and 𝑒

(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

8: 𝒆 (𝑖 )
new

, 𝒗 (𝑖 )−
new

, 𝒗 (𝑖 )+
new

, 𝒖 (𝑖 )
new
← RefineBin1D

(︁
𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡 , 𝑒

(𝑖 )
𝑡+1, 𝒙𝑡 , 𝑀, 𝛼

)︁
9: Append 𝒆 (𝑖 )

new
, 𝒗 (𝑖 )−

new
, 𝒗 (𝑖 )+

new
, 𝒖 (𝑖 )

new
to 𝒆 (𝑖 ) , 𝒗 (𝑖 )−, 𝒗 (𝑖 )+, 𝒖 (𝑖 )

10: 𝒄 (𝑖 ) ←
(︁
𝒗 (𝑖 )+ + 𝒗 (𝑖 )−

)︁
/2

11: 𝒄−(𝑖 ) , 𝒄+(𝑖 ) ← bin centre bounds (Eq. 10)

12: 𝑯 (𝑖 ) ← Hist
(︁
𝑫 (𝑖 ) , 𝒆 (𝑖 )

)︁
13: // 2-d histograms
14: for 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑖 − 1 do // all columns before 𝑖
15: 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ← 𝒆 (𝑖 ) , 𝒆 ( 𝑗 ) // initial 2-d bin edges
16: 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 ) ← Hist(𝑫 (𝑖 𝑗 ) , 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ) // initial 2-d bin counts
17: for each bin (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 ) in 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 ) where ℎ𝑡𝑖 𝑡 𝑗 > 𝑀 do
18: 𝑿𝑡𝑖 ,𝑡 𝑗

← elements of 𝑫 (𝑖 𝑗 ) within bin (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 )
19: 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )

new
, 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )

new
← RefineBin2D(𝑒 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )𝑡𝑖

, 𝑒
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖+1 , 𝑒

( 𝑗 |𝑖 )
𝑡 𝑗

, 𝑒
( 𝑗 |𝑖 )
𝑡 𝑗 +1 ,

𝑿𝑡𝑖 ,𝑡 𝑗
, 𝑀, 𝛼 )

20: Insert 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )
new

into 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) after index 𝑡𝑖
21: Insert 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )

new
into 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) after index 𝑡 𝑗

22: 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 ) ← Hist(𝑫 (𝑖 𝑗 ) , 𝒆 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒆 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ) // refined 2-d bin counts
23: 𝒗 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )− , 𝒗 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )− , 𝒗 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )+ , 𝒗 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )+ ← min/max values in each bin

24: 𝒄 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒄 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ← (𝒗 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )+ + 𝒗 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )− )/2, (𝒗 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )+ + 𝒗 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 )− )/2
25: 𝒄−(𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒄+(𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒄−( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) , 𝒄+( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ← bin centre bounds (Eq. 10)

26: 𝒖 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) , 𝒖 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ← number of unique values in each bin

The following subsections describe PairwiseHist construction

(Subsection 4.1), bin weighted centre bounds (Subsection 4.2) and

PairwiseHist storage (Subsection 4.3).

4.1 Histogram construction
PairwiseHist construction is outlined in Algorithm 1, which consists

of three sections: 1) extract a sample 𝑫 of size 𝑁𝑠 from dataset D
(line 1), 2) iterate over each column to generate one-dimensional

histograms (lines 3–11), and 3) iterate over each pair of columns to

generate two-dimensional histograms (lines 13–26).

One-dimensional histograms are generated by first selecting

initial bin edges, �̂�, using either the bases from GreedyGD (down-

sampled to at most ⌈𝑁𝑠/𝑀⌉) or just the min and max values of

the relevant column (line 4). Each initial bin is then refined using

RefineBin1D (lines 6–9), which determines whether a bin should

be split or not based on a hypothesis test. The one-dimensional

histograms are finalised by computing the midpoints, weighted

centre bounds and bin counts (using a standard histogram function,

denoted Hist) in lines 10–12.

RefineBin1D is described in detail in Algorithm 2. This is a recur-

sive algorithm that checks whether a given bin needs to be split, i.e.,

if the distribution of data points within the bin is not sufficiently

uniform. If so, it splits the bin and calls itself on the two newly

created splits, denoted by 𝐿 and 𝑅. We tested both equal-width (split

at bin midpoint) and equal-depth (split at median) approaches and

found equal-width to perform slightly better. Bins will not be split

Algorithm 2 RefineBin1D

Inputs: bin lower edge 𝑒𝐿 , bin upper edge 𝑒𝑅 , vector of data values 𝒙 within the

bin, minimum points𝑀 , significance 𝛼

Outputs: upper bin edges 𝒆∗ , bin minimum values 𝒗− , bin maximum values 𝒗+ ,
bin unique counts 𝒖

1: 𝑼 ← unique values in 𝒙
2: 𝑁𝑈 ← number of elements in𝑈

3: if 𝒙 is empty then
4: return ⟨𝑒𝑅 ⟩, ⟨𝑒𝐿 ⟩, ⟨𝑒𝑅 ⟩, ⟨0⟩
5: else if 𝑁𝑈 = 1 then
6: return ⟨𝑒𝑅 ⟩, ⟨𝑈0 ⟩, ⟨𝑈0 ⟩, ⟨1⟩
7: else if fewer than𝑀 tuples in 𝒙 or IsUniform(𝒙, 𝑒𝐿, 𝑒𝑅, 𝑁𝑈 , 𝛼 ) then
8: return ⟨𝑒𝑅 ⟩, ⟨min(𝑼 ) ⟩, ⟨max(𝑼 ) ⟩, ⟨𝑁𝑈 ⟩
9: else
10: 𝑧 ← select split point

11: 𝒙𝐿, 𝒙𝑅 ← split 𝒙 at 𝑧

12: 𝒆∗
𝐿
, 𝒗−

𝐿
, 𝒗+

𝐿
, 𝒖

𝐿
← RefineBin1D(𝒙𝐿, 𝑒𝐿, 𝑧,𝑀, 𝛼 )

13: 𝒆∗
𝑅
, 𝒗−

𝑅
, 𝒗+

𝑅
, 𝒖

𝑅
← RefineBin1D(𝒙𝑅, 𝑧, 𝑒𝑅,𝑀, 𝛼 )

14: return ⟨𝒆∗
𝐿
, 𝒆∗

𝑅
⟩, ⟨𝒗−

𝐿
, 𝒗−

𝑅
⟩, ⟨𝒗+

𝐿
, 𝒗+

𝑅
⟩, ⟨𝒖𝐿, 𝒖𝑅 ⟩

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 5: Illustration of two-dimensional bin refinement:
(a) original data; (b) first bin is uniformly distributed (green);
(c) second bin is non-uniformly distributed (red) in both di-
mensions, but less uniform in the vertical dimension, so a
new split is added to all bins in the same column; (d) one of
the resulting sub-bins is non-uniform in the vertical dimen-
sion, so a new split is added; (e) the resulting sub-bins are
uniform (green) or contain fewer than 𝑀 points (gray), no
further splits; (f) both sub-bins from the third original bin
contain fewer than𝑀 points, no further splits.

if they are empty (line 3), have only one unique value (line 5) or

have too few data points (line 7). RefineBin1D returns the upper

edges from the original bin and all new splits, as well as the bin

minimum(s), maximum(s) and unique count(s).

Two-dimensional histograms are constructed using an inner

loop in BuildPairwiseHist (line 14) that iterates over all columns

previously iterated over by the outer loop (line 2), thereby covering

all pairs of columns. For each column pair, an initial histogram is

created using bin edges from the corresponding one-dimensional

histograms (lines 15–16). This histogram is then refined by apply-

ing RefineBin2D to each bin with at least 𝑀 tuples (lines 17–21).

RefineBin2D is the two-dimensional analogue of RefineBin1D and

performs a hypothesis test for uniformity on each column sepa-

rately. In the case where both columns are non-uniform, the split is

applied to the least uniform column. Note that any bin splits created

by RefineBin2D apply only to the current column pair. That is, if a
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split is applied to bin 𝑡𝑖 in the (𝑖 𝑗)th histogram, it does not affect

any other histograms involving column 𝑖 . However, the split does
apply to all bins with the same bin index 𝑡𝑖 in the (𝑖 𝑗)th histogram.

Fig. 5 provides an illustration of the two dimensions bin refinement

process. The two-dimensional histograms are completed by calcu-

lating the bin counts, minimums, maximums, midpoints, weighted

centre bounds and unique counts (lines 22–26).

Hypothesis testing in both RefineBin1D and RefineBin2D is

performed using the function IsUniform. Specifically, a chi-squared

test is performed against the null hypothesis that data points in the

given bin are uniformly distributed between the bin edges. That

is, the bin is divided into a number of sub-bins and the number

of points in each sub-bin is compared to the expected number

under the null hypothesis. The appropriate number of sub-bins, 𝑠 ,

is determined using the Terrell-Scott inequality [46] as follows:

𝑠 =

⌈︂
(2𝑢)1/3

⌉︂
. (2)

The test statistic is then:

𝜒2 =

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

(︁
ℏ𝑟 − ℏˆ

)︁
2

ℏˆ
, (3)

where ℏˆ = ℎ/𝑠 is the expected sub-bin count under the null hypoth-

esis and ℏ𝑟 is the actual count for the 𝑟 th sub-bin. The critical value,

𝜒2

𝛼 , is defined such that Pr
(︁
𝜒2 > 𝜒2

𝛼

)︁
= 𝛼 and the null hypothesis

is rejected (and the bin split) if 𝜒2 > 𝜒2

𝛼 .

Notably, PairwiseHist construction is highly parallelisable, since

each histogram and bin refinement can be computed independently,

provided one-dimensional histograms are constructed first.

4.2 Bin weighted centre bounds
To improve query bounds, PairwiseHist stores weighted centres

bounds for each histogram bin. The value of the weighted centre

bounds depends on whether bins passed the hypothesis test or

not. For bins that did not pass, the only available information on

their internal data distribution is that they contain ℎ data points, 𝑢

unique values and extrema 𝑣− and 𝑣+. In this case, weighted centre

bounds occur when ℎ−𝑢 + 1 points are at an extrema and one point

is at each of the other unique values, which are assumed to be as

close to the extrema as possible, i.e., with minimum spacing for the

given data type, denoted `. Conversely, the internal distribution

of bins that pass the hypothesis test is known to be approximately

uniform with respect to a given number of sub-bins. This fact can

be used to derive tighter bounds, as shown in Theorem 1. Passing

and non-passing bins can be distinguished by their bin count, which

is at least𝑀 for passing bins and less than𝑀 for non-passing bins.

Theorem 1. Consider a bin with count ℎ, minimum value 𝑣− ,
maximum value 𝑣+ and 𝑢 unique values. Assume this bin satisfies the
hypothesis test in IsUniform with 𝑠 =

⌈︁
(2𝑢)1/3

⌉︁
sub-bins and critical

value 𝜒2

𝛼 . Let 𝛿 = (𝑣+ − 𝑣−)/𝑠 be the sub-bin width. The bounds for
the weighted centre of the points within the bin are then

𝑐± = 𝑣− + (𝑠 ± 1)𝛿
2

± 𝛿

6

√︄
3𝜒2

𝛼 (𝑠2 − 1)
ℎ

. (4)

Proof. The lower bound occurs when all points are at the lower

edge of their respective sub-bins and can be expressed as follows:

𝑐− =
1

ℎ

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

ℏ𝑟 (𝑣− + 𝑟𝛿). (5)

where ℏ𝑟 is the count for the 𝑟 th sub-bin. Sub-bin counts can be

expressed in terms of the expected sub-bin count plus an epsilon

term, i.e., ℏ𝑟 = ℎ/𝑠 + 𝜖𝑟 . Substituting this into Eq. 5 gives:

𝑐− = 𝑣− + 𝛿 (𝑠 − 1)
2

+ 𝛿

ℎ

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

𝑟𝜖𝑟 . (6)

This can be optimised using Lagrange Multipliers with constraints:

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

𝜖𝑟 = 0 and 𝜒2

𝛼 =

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

(ℏ𝑟 − ℎ/𝑠)2
ℎ/𝑠 =

𝑠

ℎ

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

𝜖2

𝑟 . (7)

The Lagrangian is then:

L(𝜖𝑟 , _1, _2) = 𝑣− + 𝛿 (𝑠 − 1)
2

+ 𝛿

ℎ

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

𝑟𝜖𝑟

+ _1

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

𝜖𝑟 + _2

(︄
𝜒2

𝛼 −
𝑠

ℎ

𝑠−1∑︂
𝑟=0

𝜖2

𝑟

)︄
. (8)

Setting the partial derivative 𝜕L/𝜕𝜖𝑟 equal to zero gives 𝜖𝑟 = (𝑟𝛿 +
ℎ_1)/2𝑠_2. Substituting this into the constraints in Eq. 7 and solving

for _1 and _2 gives the following expression for 𝜖𝑟 :

𝜖𝑟 = ±2

𝑠

(︃
𝑟 − 𝑠 (𝑠 − 1)

2

)︃ √︄
3𝜒2

𝛼ℎ

𝑠2 − 1

. (9)

Taking the negative solution and substituting this into Eq. 6 gives

the desired result. A similar approach can be used for 𝑣+. □

Thus, bin weighted centre bounds are as follows:

𝑐± =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝑣± ∓ (𝑢−1)𝑢`

2ℎ
, ℎ < 𝑀

𝑣− + (𝑠±1)𝛿
2
± 𝛿

6

√︂
3𝜒2

𝛼 (𝑠2−1)
ℎ

, otherwise.

(10)

4.3 Storage
To minimise PairwiseHist storage requirements, we observe that

bin midpoints and weighted centre bounds can easily be re-derived

from other parameters and thus need not be stored. Additionally,

bin counts, which require the most storage, are stored sparsely

when this is more effective. For sparse encoding, we store the delta

between non-zero indices and encode using Golomb coding, which

is optimal for geometrically distributed data. Fig. 6 provides an

overview of the storage configuration. In total, the storage require-

ments are:

𝑆 = 𝑆params + 𝑆1-d hists
+ 𝑆

2-d hists
+ 𝑆counts (11)

≤ 29 + 𝑑 + 4𝑑2

+
𝑑∑︂
𝑖=1

(︁
3𝑚 (𝑖 ) + 4

)︁ (︄ 𝑑∑︂
𝑗=1

𝑘 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) − (𝑑 − 1)𝑘 (𝑖 )
)︄

+
𝑑∑︂
𝑖=1

𝑑∑︂
𝑗=1

⌈︁
𝑘 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )𝑘 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ℓ (𝑖 𝑗 )

ℎ
/ 8

⌉︁
bytes, (12)
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Params 1-d hists 2-d hists Bin countsOverall Storage Configuration

𝑁 𝑁𝑠 𝑀 𝛼 𝑑 𝑚 (1) , . . . ,𝑚 (𝑑 )

Parameters: 𝑆params = 29 + 𝑑 bytes

𝑘 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) − 𝑘 (𝑖 ) . . . , 𝑒
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖

, . . . . . . , 𝑣
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )−
𝑡𝑖

, . . . . . . , 𝑣
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )+
𝑡𝑖

, . . . . . . ,𝑢
(𝑖 | 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖

, . . .

2-d Histograms: 𝑆2-d hists = 2𝑑 (𝑑 − 1) +∑︁𝑑
𝑖=1
(3𝑚 (𝑖 ) + 4)

(︁ ∑︁𝑑
𝑗=1

𝑘 (𝑖 | 𝑗 ) − 𝑑𝑘 (𝑖 )
)︁
bytes

𝑘 (𝑖 ) . . . , 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡 , . . . . . . , 𝑣

(𝑖 )−
𝑡 , . . . . . . , 𝑣

(𝑖 )+
𝑡 , . . . . . . ,𝑢

(𝑖 )
𝑡 , . . .

1-d Histograms: 𝑆1-d hists = 2𝑑 +∑︁𝑑
𝑖=1

𝑘 (𝑖 ) (3𝑚 (𝑖 ) + 4) bytes

ℓ
(𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

I (𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

. . . , ℎ
(𝑖 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖𝑡 𝑗

, . . . Dense:

𝑆counts = 2𝑑2 +
𝑑∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑑∑︁
𝑗=1

⌈︂
𝑘 (𝑖 | 𝑗 )𝑘 ( 𝑗 |𝑖 ) ℓ

(𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

8

⌉︂
ℓ
(𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

I (𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

\ (𝑖 𝑗 ) . . . ,
{︁
G(𝑖𝑘 (𝑖 ) + 𝑗 ), ℎ (𝑖 𝑗 )𝑡𝑖𝑡 𝑗

}︁
, . . .

Sparse:

𝑆counts = 3𝑑2 +
𝑑∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑑∑︁
𝑗=1

⌈︂
𝑆G+\ℓℎ

8

⌉︂or

Figure 6: PairwiseHist storage configuration.

dist > 150

𝑃1

AND dist < 300

𝑃2

OR dist < 450

𝑃3

AND air time > 90.5

𝑃4

𝑥2 > 81 𝑥2 > 231 𝑥2 < 381 𝑥3 > 655

−69

×1

−69

×1

−69

×1

−25

×10

𝑯 (2) 𝑯 (2) 𝑯 (2) 𝑯 (3)

𝜷 (2)
1

=⟨0.19, 1, . . .⟩ 𝜷 (2)
2

=⟨1, 1, 0.31, 0, 0⟩ 𝜷 (2)
3

=⟨1, 1, 1, 0.81, 0⟩ 𝜷 (3)
4

=⟨0, 0.375, 1, . . .⟩

𝜷 (2)
12

= ⟨0.19, 1, 0.31, 0, 0⟩

𝒘 (1) = 1 −
(︂
1 − 𝑯 (12)𝜷 (2)

12
⊘ 𝑯 (1)

)︂
⊙

(︃
1 − 𝑯 (12)𝜷 (2)

3
⊙ 𝑯 (13)𝜷 (3)

4
⊘

(︂
𝑯 (1)

)︂
2

)︃
Delayed

transformation

Transform coverage to

aggregation column

AND relation

GreedyGD

pre-process

Figure 7: Partial query execution for a query aggregating on
column 1 with predicates on columns 2 (dist) and 3 (air time),
including applying GreedyGD pre-processing, computing
coverage for each predicate and bin weightings.

where ℓℎ is the number of bits per bin count, i.e.,

ℓ
(𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

=

⌈︂
log

2

(︂
1 +max

𝑡𝑖 ,𝑡 𝑗

(︂
ℎ
(𝑖 𝑗 )
𝑡𝑖𝑡 𝑗

)︂)︂⌉︂
, (13)

and𝑚 (𝑖 ) is the number of bytes per value in the 𝑖th dimension. In

Fig. 6, I (𝑖 𝑗 )
ℎ

is a binary variable that indicates whether the (𝑖 𝑗)th
histogram is stored densely or sparsely, \ (𝑖 𝑗 ) is the number of

non-zero values in 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 ) and G(·) is Golomb coding.

5 QUERY EXECUTION
This section explains how AQP tasks are executed using Pairwise-

Hist executes (top section of Fig. 2), which is illustrated in Fig. 7.

5.1 SQL parsing
SQL queries are parsed by applying GreedyGD pre-processing to

predicate literals so that they are in the same domain as the com-

pressed data on which PairwiseHist is built. For example, in Fig. 7,

the dist column’s minimum value of 69 is subtracted from pred-

icates 1–3, while the air time column’s minimum value of 25 is

subtracted from predicate 4. Predicate 4 is also multiplied by 10 to

convert from floating point to integer.

5.2 Coverage
Given a condition 𝑃 that applies to column 𝑗 , we define coverage,
𝜷 ( 𝑗 ) , as the 𝑘 ( 𝑗 ) × 1 vector whose 𝑡th element is the probability

that a point in the 𝑡th bin of the one-dimensional histogram for

column 𝑗 satisfies 𝑃 . That is,

𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 = Pr

(︂
𝑃
|︁|︁ 𝑒 ( 𝑗 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒

( 𝑗 )
𝑡+1

)︂
(14)

where Pr is the probability operator. This is estimated as follows

for equality conditions (inverse for inequality):

𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 =

{︄
0, condition value outside bin

1/𝑢 ( 𝑗 )𝑡 , otherwise,

(15)

and for all other condition types (i.e., ≤, <, ≥, >) as:

𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, 𝑣

( 𝑗 )−
𝑡 and 𝑣

( 𝑗 )+
𝑡 fail 𝑃

1, 𝑣
( 𝑗 )−
𝑡 and 𝑣

( 𝑗 )+
𝑡 satisfy 𝑃

0.5, one of 𝑣
( 𝑗 )−
𝑡 , 𝑣

( 𝑗 )+
𝑡 satisfy 𝑃 & 𝑢

( 𝑗 )
𝑡 = 2

𝑓𝑡 (𝑃), otherwise,

(16)

where 𝑓𝑡 (𝑃) is the fraction of the bin width (Δ𝑡 ) that satisfies 𝑃 .
Coverage is estimated separately for each predicate condition, as

illustrated in Fig. 7 with 𝜷
1
to 𝜷

4
corresponding to predicates 𝑃1 to

𝑃4. Groups of conditions that apply to the same column are consol-

idated. By ‘group’ we mean any group of two or more conditions

that are directly connected by a single AND or OR operator. For

example, in Fig. 7, 𝜷
1
and 𝜷

2
are consolidated into 𝜷

12
since they

both apply to the dist column and are directly connected by an AND

operator. However, despite 𝑃3 also applying to the same column, it

is not consolidated since it must be first combined with 𝑃4 due to

operator precedence (AND before OR). We refer to this process as

delayed transformation because we delay transforming coverages

into weightings in the aggregation dimension (Subsection 5.3) to

consolidate same-column conditions.

Coverage bounds are also computed and used to bound the query

result. The source of uncertainty here is the unknown distribution

of data points within partially covered bins. Applying similar logic

to Subsection 4.2, we can show that, for bins that do not pass the
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hypothesis test in IsUniform (i.e., bins with ℎ < 𝑀), coverage

bounds occur when only one data point or all but one data points

satisfy 𝑃 . However, for bins with at least𝑀 points, tighter bounds

can be derived by considering the partial bin count, which is defined
as the number of data points in a subset of the bin’s sub-bins.

Theorem 2 provides the key result for these bounds.

Theorem 2. Consider a histogram bin with count ℎ and 𝑢 unique
values. Assume that this bin satisfies the hypothesis test in IsUniform
with 𝑠 =

⌈︁
(2𝑢)1/3

⌉︁
sub-bins and critical value 𝜒2

𝛼 . The minimum and
maximum partial bin count over 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠 sub-bins is then:

ℎ±
𝑠 |𝑠 =

ℎ𝑠

𝑠
± ℎ𝑠

𝑠

√︄
𝜒2

𝛼 (𝑠 − 𝑠)
ℎ𝑠

. (17)

Proof. Use Lagrange Multipliers to optimise the partial count∑︁𝑠
𝑟=1

ℏ𝑟 , where ℏ𝑟 is the count for the 𝑟 th sub-bin, given constraints:

𝑠∑︂
𝑟=1

ℏ𝑟 = ℎ and 𝜒2

𝛼 =

𝑠∑︂
𝑟=1

(ℏ𝑟 − ℎ/𝑠)2
ℎ/𝑠 . (18)

The Lagrangian is then:

L(ℏ𝑟 , _1, _2) =
𝑠∑︂

𝑟=1

ℏ𝑟 + _1

(︄
ℎ −

𝑠∑︂
𝑟=1

ℏ𝑟

)︄
+ _2

(︄
𝜒2

𝛼 −
𝑠∑︂

𝑟=1

(ℏ𝑟 − ℎ/𝑠)2
ℎ/𝑠

)︄
. (19)

Setting the partial derivative of L with respect to ℏ𝑟 to zero gives

ℏ𝑟 =

{︄
ℎ
𝑠 +

ℎ (1−_1 )
2𝑠_2

, 𝑟 < 𝑠

ℎ
𝑠 −

ℎ_1

2𝑠_2

, 𝑟 ≥ 𝑠
(20)

Substituting this into the two constraints in Eq. 18 and solving for

_1 and _2 gives the following result for ℏ𝑟 :

ℏ𝑟 =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ℎ
𝑠 ±

ℎ
𝑠

√︂
𝜒2

𝛼 (𝑠 − 𝑠) /ℎ𝑠, 𝑟 < 𝑠 ,

ℎ
𝑠 ∓

ℎ
𝑠

√︂
𝜒2

𝛼𝑠 /ℎ(𝑠 − 𝑠) 𝑟 ≥ 𝑠 .

(21)

Multiplying the solution for 𝑟 < 𝑠 by 𝑠 gives the desired result. □

Given Theorem 2, coverage bounds 𝜷− and 𝜷+ can be obtained

by dividing the partial bin count by the total bin count with the

appropriate number of sub-bins. That is,

𝛽
−( 𝑗 )
𝑡 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 , 𝛽

( 𝑗 )
𝑡 ∈ {0, 1}

1 /ℎ ( 𝑗 )𝑡 , 𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 ∉ {0, 1} & ℎ

( 𝑗 )
𝑡 < 𝑀

𝑎
𝑠 −

𝑎
𝑠

√︂
𝜒2

𝛼 (𝑠 − 𝑎)/ℎ𝑎, otherwise,

(22)

𝛽
+( 𝑗 )
𝑡 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 , 𝛽

( 𝑗 )
𝑡 ∈ {0, 1}

1 − 1 /ℎ ( 𝑗 )𝑡 , 𝛽
( 𝑗 )
𝑡 ∉ {0, 1} & ℎ

( 𝑗 )
𝑡 < 𝑀

𝑏
𝑠 +

𝑏
𝑠

√︂
𝜒2

𝛼 (𝑠 − 𝑏)/ℎ𝑏, otherwise,

(23)

where 𝑠 =
⌈︁(︁

2𝑢
( 𝑗 )
𝑡

)︁
1/3⌉︁

is the number of sub-bins, 𝑎 = ⌊𝛽 ( 𝑗 )𝑡 𝑠⌋ is the
number of sub-bins that are fully covered by the predicate condition

and 𝑏 = ⌈𝛽 ( 𝑗 )𝑡 𝑠⌉ is the number of fully or partially covered sub-bins.

5.3 Weightings
Given query predicate 𝑷 containing conditions 𝑃1, . . . , 𝑃𝑛 and ag-

gregation column 𝑖 , we define bin weightings,𝒘 (𝑖 ) , as the 𝑘 (𝑖 ) × 1

vector whose 𝑡 th element is the estimated number of points in the

𝑡 th bin of the one-dimensional histogram for column 𝑖 that satisfy

𝑷 . This can be expressed as follows:

𝑤
(𝑖 )
𝑡 = ℎ

(𝑖 )
𝑡 Pr

(︂
𝑷

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂
. (24)

For predicates that are the intersection (AND) of multiple condi-

tions 𝑃1, . . . , 𝑃𝑛 and assuming conditional independence between

predicate conditions, this can be expressed as follows:

𝑤
(𝑖 )
𝑡 = ℎ

(𝑖 )
𝑡 Pr

(︂
𝑃1 ∩ 𝑃2 ∩ . . . ∩ 𝑃𝑛

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂
= ℎ
(𝑖 )
𝑡

𝑛∏︂
ℓ=1

Pr
(︂
𝑃ℓ

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂
. (25)

Likewise, for predicates that are the union (OR) of multiple con-

ditions and again assuming conditional independence between

predicate conditions, weightings can be expressed as follows:

𝑤
(𝑖 )
𝑡 = ℎ

(𝑖 )
𝑡 Pr

(︂
𝑃1 ∪ 𝑃2 ∪ . . . ∪ 𝑃𝑛

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂
= ℎ
(𝑖 )
𝑡

(︂
1 − Pr

(︂
𝑃1 ∩ 𝑃2 ∩ . . . ∩ 𝑃𝑛

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂)︂
= ℎ
(𝑖 )
𝑡

(︄
1 −

𝑛∏︂
ℓ=1

(︂
1 − Pr

(︂
𝑃ℓ

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂)︂)︄
. (26)

We then observe that

Pr
(︂
𝑃ℓ

|︁|︁ 𝑒 (𝑖 )𝑡 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑒
(𝑖 )
𝑡+1

)︂
=

1

ℎ
(𝑖 )
𝑡

[︂
𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 )𝜷 ( 𝑗 )

]︂
𝑡
, (27)

which allows us to express weightings as follows:

𝒘 (𝑖 ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝑛∏︁
ℓ=1

𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 )𝜷 ( 𝑗 ) ⊘ 𝑯 (𝑖 ) , intersection

1 −
𝑛∏︁
ℓ=1

(︂
1 − 𝑯 (𝑖 𝑗 )𝜷 ( 𝑗 ) ⊘ 𝑯 (𝑖 )

)︂
, union

(28)

where the product (Π) is element-wise (Hadamard). By combining

these results, arbitrary combinations of AND and OR relations can

be processed. Note that due to assuming conditional independence,

Eq. 28 may not be reliable for highly correlated data. This is es-

pecially true for multiple conditions on the same column, which

are clearly not (conditionally) independent, and thus why we per-

form delayed transformation to consolidate such conditions prior

to computing bin weightings.

Weightings bounds,𝒘− and𝒘+, are computed using Eq. 28, us-

ing low and high coverage bounds, respectively. If PairwiseHist

is constructed from a data sample, these bounds are widened to

account for additional uncertainty due to sampling. That is, the

bounds are replaced by their outer two-sided 98-percentile con-

fidence interval bounds. Variance is estimated according to the

Binomial distribution as 𝛽𝑡 (1 − 𝛽𝑡 ) where 𝛽𝑡 = 𝑤𝑡/ℎ𝑡 . Including
compensation for finite population size, the weightings bounds are

updated as follows:

𝑤±𝑡 ← 𝑤±𝑡 ± 𝑧0.98

√︃
𝛽±𝑡

(︁
1 − 𝛽±𝑡

)︁ 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑠

𝑁 − 1

, (29)

where 𝑧0.98 is the value of the standard normal density function

corresponding to a two-sided 98-percentile confidence interval.
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Table 3: Aggregation functions

Aggregation Estimate Lower bound Upper bound

COUNT ∥𝒘 ∥1 / 𝜌 ∥𝒘− ∥1 / 𝜌 ∥𝒘+ ∥1 / 𝜌

SUM 𝒘 · 𝒄 / 𝜌 𝒘− · 𝒄− / 𝜌 𝒘+ · 𝒄+ / 𝜌

AVG 𝒘 · 𝒄 / ∥𝒘 ∥1 min

{𝒘− , 𝒘+}
{𝒘• · 𝒄− / ∥𝒘• ∥1 } max

{𝒘− , 𝒘+}
{𝒘• · 𝒄+ / ∥𝒘• ∥1 }

MIN

{︄
𝑣+
𝑡∗ , single-column, 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2 & 𝑤𝑡∗ <

ℎ𝑡∗
2

𝑣−
𝑡∗ , otherwise.

{︄
𝑣+
𝑡∗ , single-column, 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2 & 𝑤+

𝑡∗ <
ℎ𝑡∗

5

𝑣−
𝑡∗ , otherwise.

{︄
𝑣+
𝑡∗ − 𝑎𝛿𝑡∗ , single-column, 𝑢𝑡∗ > 2 & ℎ𝑡∗ > 𝑀

𝑣+
𝑡∗ , otherwise,

MAX

{︄
𝑣−
𝑡∗ , single-column, 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2 & 𝑤𝑡∗ <

ℎ𝑡∗
2

𝑣+
𝑡∗ , otherwise.

{︄
𝑣−
𝑡∗ + 𝑎𝛿𝑡∗ , single-column, 𝑢𝑡∗ > 2 & ℎ𝑡∗ > 𝑀

𝑣−
𝑡∗ , otherwise,

{︄
𝑣−
𝑡∗ , single-column, 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2 & 𝑤+

𝑡∗ <
ℎ𝑡∗

5

𝑣+
𝑡∗ , otherwise.

MEDIAN

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝑣−
𝑡∗ , 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2 & 𝑓𝑡∗ < 0.5

𝑣+
𝑡∗ , 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2 & 𝑓𝑡∗ ≥ 0.5

𝑣−
𝑡∗ + Δ𝑡∗ 𝑓𝑡∗ , otherwise,

𝑣−
𝑡∗ 𝑣+

𝑡∗

VAR 𝒘 · 𝒄2 / ∥𝒘 ∥1 − (𝒘 · 𝒄 / ∥𝒘 ∥1 )2 .
min

{𝒘− , 𝒘+}

{︂
𝒘• · (𝝃 − )2 / ∥𝒘• ∥1
− (𝒘• · 𝝃 − / ∥𝒘• ∥1 )2

}︂ max

{𝒘− , 𝒘+}

{︂
𝒘• · (𝝃 + )2 / ∥𝒘• ∥1
−

(︁
𝒘• · 𝝃 + / ∥𝒘• ∥1

)︁
2

}︂
5.4 Aggregation
This section describes the mathematical formulations for query

aggregation, which are listed in Table 3, along with correspond-

ing bounds. Currently, seven aggregation functions are supported,

namely COUNT, SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX, MEDIAN and VAR.

5.4.1 COUNT. This can be estimated by summing the weightings

vector and then dividing by the sampling ratio, 𝜌 .

5.4.2 SUM. This can be estimated as the weighted sum of bin mid-

points, 𝒄 , using the estimated bin weightings,𝒘 . As with COUNT,

the result must also be scaled by the sampling ratio, 𝜌 .

5.4.3 AVG. This can be estimated as the weighted mean of bin mid-

points, 𝒄 , using the estimated bin weightings,𝒘 . The bounds follow
the same formulation, but naturally use the appropriate bounds for

bin midpoints. Additionally, each bound is estimated using both

bin weightings extrema and either the minimum or maximum is

returned. For example, the lower bound is the minimum over𝒘−

and𝒘+ where𝒘• is a placeholder variable.

5.4.4 MIN. Estimating MIN requires identifying the index, 𝑡∗, of
the first bin with non-zero weighting, i.e.,

𝑡∗ = min

𝑡
{𝑡 , s.t.𝑤𝑡 > 0}. (30)

Inmost cases, the estimate is theminimum value for this bin, 𝑣−
𝑡∗ . For

the special case where the query involves only a single column (for

aggregation and all predicates), there are only two unique values

in the 𝑡∗th bin (i.e., 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2) and the bin coverage is less than half

(i.e.,𝑤𝑡∗ < ℎ𝑡∗/2), then the bin maximum, 𝑣+
𝑡∗ , is a better estimate.

The lower bound follows the same formulation, except that 𝑡∗

must be determined from the bin weightings upper bound (to in-

clude the maximum range), i.e.,

𝑡∗ = min

𝑡
{𝑡 , s.t.𝑤+𝑡 > 0} (lower bound). (31)

Conversely, the bin corresponding to the upper bound is identified

using the bin weightings lower bound. A higher threshold is used

to ensure a higher likelihood of non-zero true bin coverage, i.e.,

𝑡∗ = min

𝑡
{𝑡 , s.t.𝑤−𝑡 > 1/2} (upper bound). (32)

A tighter upper bound can be obtained for queries involving a

single column in certain cases by considering the sub-bins. That is,

if the relevant bin passed the uniformity hypothesis test, and hence

ℎ ≥ 𝑀 , then we may assume that data is uniformly distributed

across the sub-bins. Thus, we can compute the number of sub-bins

that are fully covered as 𝑎 = ⌊𝑠𝑤−
𝑡∗/ℎ𝑡∗⌋ and reduce the upper bound

by this number of sub-bin widths, 𝛿𝑡∗ .

5.4.5 MAX. This is the inverse of MIN. That is, we identify the

index, 𝑡∗, of the last bin with non-zero weighting, i.e.,

𝑡∗ = max

𝑡
{𝑡 , s.t.𝑤𝑡 > 0}, (33)

and use this to determine the estimates. Similar, but inverse, for-

mulations apply for the lower and upper bounds.

5.4.6 MEDIAN. This is estimated by first identifying the index, 𝑡∗,
of the bin that contains the median. That is,

𝑡∗ = min

𝑡

{︄
𝑡, s.t.

𝑡∑︂
𝜏=0

𝑤𝜏 ≥
1

2

∥𝒘 ∥1

}︄
. (34)

The estimate is then the bin minimum, 𝑣−
𝑡∗ plus the bin width,

Δ𝑡∗ = 𝑣+
𝑡∗ − 𝑣

−
𝑡∗ , multiplied by the fraction of the bin weighting that

is below the median, 𝑓𝑡∗ , which is calculated as follows:

𝑓𝑡∗ =
1

𝑤𝑡∗

(︄
1

2

∥𝒘 ∥1 −
𝑡∗−1∑︂
𝑡=0

𝑤𝑡

)︄
(35)

If the bin contains only two unique values (i.e., 𝑢𝑡∗ = 2), the bin

minimum or maximum is returned instead, depending on the value

of 𝑓𝑡∗ .
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MEDIAN bounds require identifying the minimum and maxi-

mum bin indices that could correspond to the median, i.e.,

𝑡∗ = min

{𝒘−, 𝒘+ }

{︄
min

𝑡

{︄
𝑡, s.t.

𝑡∑︂
𝜏=0

𝑤•𝜏 ≥
1

2

}︄}︄
(lower bound) (36)

𝑡∗ = max

{𝒘−, 𝒘+ }

{︄
min

𝑡

{︄
𝑡, s.t.

𝑡∑︂
𝜏=0

𝑤•𝜏 ≥
1

2

}︄}︄
(upper bound) (37)

5.4.7 VAR. This is estimated as the difference between theweighted

mean square value and the square of the estimated mean. The idea

for the bounds is to assume that all points within a bin are either

as far from the mean as possible (upper bound) or as close to the

mean as possible (lower bound). This is expressed using 𝝃 − and

𝝃 +, which represent the (assumed) location of points within each

bin for the purpose of estimating the bounds and are defined as

follows:

b−𝑡 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝑣+𝑡 , 𝑣+𝑡 < 𝐴𝑉𝐺

𝑣−𝑡 , 𝑣−𝑡 > 𝐴𝑉𝐺

𝐴𝑉𝐺, otherwise,

(38)

b+𝑡 =

{︄
𝑣−𝑡 , |𝐴𝑉𝐺 − 𝑣−𝑡 | > |𝑣+𝑡 −𝐴𝑉𝐺 |
𝑣+𝑡 , otherwise.

(39)

where 𝐴𝑉𝐺 is the estimated mean. Thus, for the lower bound, bins

are represented by whichever of the bin minimum or maximum

is closest to the estimated mean, while the bin that straddles the

mean is represented by the mean itself. Conversely, for the upper

bound, bins are represented by whichever of the bin minimum or

maximum is furthest from the mean. As with AVG and MEDIAN

queries, the bounds are evaluated for both weightings extrema and

the appropriate min/max is returned.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate PairwiseHist, 11 real-world datasets were used, which

are summarised in Table 4. The Basement, Current and Furnace
datasets [36, 37] contain electrical meter data for different areas

of a house. Gas [21], Light [44], Power [17] and Temp [43] contain

multifaceted IoT sensor data from a single source, while Aqua [52]
and Build [20] contain IoT sensor data combined from multiple

sources (aquaponics ponds and building rooms, respectively) with

several data columns each and a shared timestamp column. Aqua
and Build thus contain many null values due to asynchronous

sampling. Flights [53] and Taxi [9] contain records of individual

trips and include several categorical fields, as well as missing values.

Flights is commonly used in AQP literature (e.g. [12, 15, 19, 28, 34,

49]), while Power is used occasionally (e.g. [61, 62]). Overall, these

datasets encompass a wide variety of data types, dimensionality,

sizes and both sensor and non-sensor data.

We implemented PairwiseHist in Python 3.11 and compared it

to state-of-the-art AQP techniques DeepDB [19] and DBEst++ [34]

using their corresponding Python implementations [18, 33]. These

techniques were chosen for comparison due to their leading perfor-

mance (see Table 1) and code availability.

Our evaluation is divided into two parts: initial experiments on

the original datasets and comprehensive experiments on scaled-up

Table 4: Datasets used for evaluation

Dataset Rows Cols. Size (MB)

Aqua Aquaponics sensors [52] 913 465 13 66.7

Basement Basement power [36, 37] 1 051 200 12 50.5

Build Smart building systems [20] 14 381 639 7 402.7

Current Electric meters current [36, 37] 1 051 200 24 100.9

Flights
∗

Flight delays & cancellations [53] 5 819 079 32 756.5

Furnace Furnace power [36, 37] 1 051 200 12 50.5

Gas Home gas sensor [21] 928 991 12 44.6

Light IoT light detection [44] 405 184 9 19.9

Power Home power consumption [17] 2 049 280 10 82.0

Taxis Chicago taxi trips 2020 [9] 3 889 032 23 1 753.9

Temp Temperature sensor [43] 10 553 597 5 369.4

∗
Other works typically use only 12 columns (e.g. [19]), however, we use all 32 columns.

versions of the Power and Flights datasets. For the initial exper-

iments, we randomly generated 100 single-predicate queries for

each dataset with aggregation functions COUNT, SUM and AVG

and minimum selectivity of 10
−5
. For the scaled-up experiments,

IDEBench [12] was used to scale the datasets up to one billion

rows, resulting in sizes of 40 GB and 130 GB, respectively. We then

randomly generated 445 and 427 test queries for Power and Flights,
respectively, including all seven aggregation functions supported

by PairwiseHist, 1–5 predicate conditions and minimum selectivity

of 10
−6

. Due to aforementioned limitations of DeepDB and DBEst++

(Section 2), DeepDB supports only 146 queries (80 for Power and 66
for Flights), while DBEst++ supports just 86 queries (41 for Power
and 45 for Flights). Also, since DBEst++ requires many models to

support different query templates (see Section 2), we include all

DBEst++ models required to support the same queries as Pairwise-

Hist when comparing synopsis size.

Our experimental setup consisted of an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold

6130 2.10 GHz CPU with 24 GB RAM available during synopsis

construction and 6 GB during query execution. Default parameters

were used for DeepDB and DBEst++, as well as GreedyGD. All

experiments were performed with𝑀 set to 1% of 𝑁𝑠 (e.g.𝑀 = 10
3

for 𝑁𝑠 = 10
5
) and 𝛼 set to 0.001.

6.1 Initial experiments
The median query error and synopsis size for each dataset is shown

in Fig. 8 for PairwiseHist, DeepDB and DBEst++ with 100k and 10k

samples. As can be seen in Fig. 8(a), PairwiseHist has the lowest

error on 10 out of 11 datasets. Indeed, even with a mere 10k samples,

PairwiseHist outperforms DeepDB with 100k samples on 6 out of

11 datasets. Overall, for 100k samples, PairwiseHist has a median

error of just 0.28%, compared to 0.73% for DeepDB and 28.9% for

DBEst++. In terms of synopsis size, PairwiseHist is typically 1–

2 orders of magnitude smaller. For 100k samples, the mean size

for PairwiseHist is just 0.48 MB, compared to 11.5 MB for DeepDB

and 36.3 MB for DBEst++. That is, PairwiseHist is at least 2.6× as
accurate while requiring 24× less storage.

6.2 Parameter sensitivity
In general, higher𝑁𝑠 , higher𝛼 and lower𝑀 all correspond to higher

accuracy at the cost of larger synopsis size and longer construction
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Figure 8: Error performance and storage requirements across 11 real-world datasets.
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Figure 9: PairwiseHist performance on the scaled-up Flights
dataset for different parameter sets.

Table 5: Median relative error (%).

Power dataset Flights dataset
Aggregation PH DeepDB DBEst++ PH DeepDB DBEst++

COUNT 0.19 0.05 24.82 0.38 0.41 21.65

SUM 0.32 14.18 56.46 1.15 1.72 3.55

AVG 0.42 0.50 17.86 0.39 0.28 16.95

VAR 0.84 - 98.50 1.67 - 100.00

MIN 0.00 - - 0.00 - -

MAX 1.25 - - 4.41 - -

MEDIAN 0.00 - - 0.29 - -

Overall 0.20 0.45 56.46 0.43 0.64 28.42

PH = PairwiseHist: 1 million samples, DeepDB: 1 million samples, DBEst++: 100k samples.

time. However, 𝑁𝑠 has greatest impact on performance, while 𝛼

has minimal impact. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the scaled-up

Flights dataset, where 𝛼 has near-zero impact except on accuracy

for 𝑁𝑠 = 100k in some cases. In our tests, we have also observed

that construction time scales linearly with 𝑁𝑠 and query latency is

largely consistent across different parameter sets.

6.3 Accuracy
Query Accuracy. Table 5 presents the median error by dataset and

aggregation function for the scaled-up experiments. As can be seen,

PairwiseHist (denoted PH) performs well across all aggregation

functions and delivers between 1.5–2.3× better overall accuracy

than DeepDB with median errors of just 0.20% and 0.43% compared

to 0.45% and 0.64% for the two datasets. Note that a smaller sample

sizewas used for DBEst++were due to its prohibitively long training

time (see Subsection 6.6).

Table 6: Bounds accuracy rate and width.

Correct rate (%) Width (%)
Dataset PairwiseHist DeepDB PairwiseHist DeepDB

Power (original) 70.0 40.0 4.4 0.7
Power (1 billion) 80.0 51.2 3.4 0.6
Flights (original) 78.8 50.0 8.7 3.0
Flights (1 billion) 78.8 75.8 4.3 2.3

We also compared the distribution of query errors over the subset

of queries supported byDeepDB (Fig. 10(a)) andDBEst++ (Fig. 10(b))

as CDF plots, while the error distribution for PairwiseHist over

all queries is shown in (Fig. 10(c)). As can be seen, PairwiseHist

provides a better error distribution in each case. Indeed, with just

100k samples, PairwiseHist achieves a higher probability of sub-1%

error than DeepDB with 1 million samples. Overall, 85.1% of queries

have sub-10% error with PairwiseHist, as highlighted in Fig. 10(c).

During our evaluation, DeepDB was observed to perform signif-

icantly worse on real-world data compared to IDEBench-generated

synthetic data. To demonstrate this, we generated synthetic versions

of the Power and Flights datasets using IDEBench with the same

number of rows as the original data and tested identical queries

on them using DeepDB and PairwiseHist. The resulting median

errors are shown in Fig. 10(d). As can be seen, DeepDB performs

far worse on the real data compared to the IDEBench-generated

data. IDEBench generates synthetic data by applying normalisation

and Gaussian models. This suggests that, while DeepDB performs

well on standard test data, it may not perform as effectively in the

real world, where data is less well-behaved. PairwiseHist, on the

other hand, performs consistently well and has up to 31× lower

error than DeepDB on the real datasets.

Query Bounds. Query bounds should be both accurate (i.e., con-

tain the true result) and narrow. Table 6 lists the percentage of

queries forwhichDeepDB and PairwiseHist provide accurate bounds

and the median bound widths as a percentage of the exact result for

the subset of queries supported by DeepDB (DBEst++ does not pro-

vide bounds). A significance value of 0.99 was used for DeepDB. As

shown, PairwiseHist provides more accurate bounds than DeepDB,

especially for the real-world datasets. DeepDB has consistently

narrower bounds, but given their lower accuracy, this may indicate

that its bounds are overly optimistic.
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Figure 11: Storage and runtime performance comparison on the scaled-up datasets.

6.4 Storage requirements
Synopsis sizes are shown in Fig. 11(a). As can be seen, PairwiseHist

requires the least storage in all cases and is at least 11× smaller

than DeepDB and DBEst++ (0.25 MB vs. 2.75 MB for Power with
1m samples). Additionally, with PairwiseHist built directly on com-

pressed data, total storage requirements are reduced, since data

can be permanently stored in compressed format. Total storage

requirements are shown in Fig. 11(b), where PairwiseHist delivers

savings of 3.2–4.3×.

6.5 Query latency
Median query latency, including the time to calculate query bounds

(for PairwiseHist and DeepDB), is shown in Fig. 11(c). As can be

seen, PairwiseHist is significantly faster than the state-of-the-art

approaches with an overall median latency of just 0.94 ms (for 1m

samples), which is 3.5× faster than DeepDB and 15× faster than

DBEst++. PairwiseHist’s low latency can be attributed to most ag-

gregations requiring just a handful of small matrix multiplications.

The corresponding median latency for exact query processing us-

ing SQLite, which we used for the ground truth, was 306.8 seconds,

which makes PairwiseHist over 300,000× faster.

6.6 Construction time
Finally, synopsis construction times are displayed in Fig. 11(d).

As can be seen, PairwiseHist consistently requires the least time,

being 1.2–4× faster than DeepDB, while DBEst++ is more than

two orders of magnitude slower. Indeed, for the Flights dataset,

DBEst++ requires over 30 hours for 100k samples, while Pairwise-

Hist requires less than 3 minutes with 1 million samples.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel AQP technique called PairwiseHist

and a novel framework for AQP that leverages data compression

to reduce overall storage requirements. By using a collection of

histograms approach, efficient storage encoding and various query

execution optimisations, we are able to simultaneously deliver sig-

nificant improvements in terms of accuracy, latency, synopsis size

and construction time compared to state-of-the-art AQP methods.

In future work, we intend to investigate histogram updates, online

refinement and multi-table support.
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